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Self-testing

You can use your knowledge organisers and exercise book in a number of different ways but 

you should not just copy from the Knowledge Organiser into your book.

Below are some possible tasks you could do in your workbooks

Instructions for using your Knowledge Organiser



Presentation 
You should take pride in how you present your work; each page should be

clearly labelled with underlined title and date.  There should be an appropriate amount of work.
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Do not just copy into your workbook 



The Enfield Way is to LEARN

In this project you will learn to develop an idea using source 

material and  use  a range of clay techniques. You will also be 

researching Masks from a  specific country and associating 

colours from a wide range of African cultures.

Key Skills & Knowledge
By the end of the project you should have gained the skills and knowledge to be able to do the 

following:

1. Understand  what is meant by Manipulating clay and Relief.

2. Can demonstrate how to Manipulate clay.

3. Successfully build/add and the joining clay pieces.

4. Present your work to a high standard.

5. Can demonstrate and apply the Manipulation of clay and Health & Safety whilst handling clay.

6. Know what earthly colours are popular in  African cultures.
7. Can decorate with care and cover Mask with PVA glue once finished.

8. Have written in more than 20 words on what, how and why you have done a African Clay Mask.

Just some African Countries
Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Cameroon, Congo, 

Ethiopia, Egypt, Gambia, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Libya, 

Nigeria, Madagascar, Malawi, Morocco, Mozambique, 

Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Seychelles, Somalia, 

South Africa, Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda, Zimbabwe.

Relief clay process

 Manipulation

 Slab

 Score/scar

 Buttering/slip

 Pinching

 Texturing

 Patterns
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Year 7 Summer Term 1 Drama Knowledge Organiser

Assessment Task:
Devise a performance 
showing the events of 

the World War Two 
evacuation, including 
facts about the war.

Key 
Terminology

Definition

Still Image Being frozen during a 
performance to highlight a key 

moment.

Facial 
Expressions

Using your facial features to show 
emotion to the audience.

Narration Breaking the forth wall to tell the 
story directly to the audience, 

filling in important details missed 
in the action.

Posture The alignment of your body/back 
to show emotion and status.

WWII Key Facts:

World War 2 began in 1939 
after Hitler invaded Poland 
and ended in 1945.

Children were evacuated in 
to rural areas, away from 
their family and friends in 
September 1939.

3.5 million children were 
evacuated.

75 million people were 
killed in world was 2. 

Key elements of Devising:
• Research
• Team Work
• Improvisation
• Workshops

• Performance Skills

Year 7 Evacuees KO



Key Terminology Definition

Facial Expression Using your facial features to show 
emotion to the audience.

Gesture A hand or head movement that signals 
an emotion or information to the 

audience.

Proxemics Use of stage space.

Mime Using gestures to signal to a prop or 
character that isn’t on stage.

Posture The alignment of your body/back to 
show emotion and status.

Connotation The meaning behind what something 
could represent. For example, the 

connotations of the colour red are love, 
fear or danger.

Stage Directions Italic writing on a script that tells the 
actor how to act or explains the setting.

The Plot:
• In 1983 Jo and her older sister Judy 

went on a night out.
• That night they both got drunk and 

argued over who should drive.
• Judy (drunk) drove them both home.
• Judy clipped the roundabout at 

scratch bridge which sent the car into 
scaffolding.

• Jo died almost instantly on impact.
• Judy had to overcome the loss of her 

sister.

Assessment Task:
Create a performance that tells the story 

of Too Much Punch for Judy through a 
combined use of scripted and devised 

performance.

Year 8 Too Much Punch for Judy



Year 7 Summer Term 1 English Knowledge Organiser

SUBJECT:  Abrahamic Allusions

Key Vocabulary Key Quotes

allusion is an indirect reference to someone 
or something

“Let there be light”

If you are ashamed, you feel embarrassed 
or guilty because of something you do 
or have done, or because of your 
appearance.

“bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh”

Someone who practises idolatry worships 
idols or people as if they are a go

“they sewed fig leaves together and 

covered themselves.”

To exalt someone or something means to 
praise them very highly.

“Am I my brother’s keeper?”

“mark of Cain”

The Fall, in other words mankind’s 
corruption and punishment by god, their 
banishment from Eden and shame at 
knowledge of their nakedness.

“And the dove came in to him… in her 

mouth was an olive leaf.”

Yahweh: Name of god in Judaism 

“she caused him to shave off the seven 

locks of his head; and she began to afflict 

him, and his strength went from him.”

God: Name of god in Christianity
“So David prevailed over the Philistine 

with a sling and with a stone”

Allah: Name of god in Islam
“LORD said unto Satan, Hast thou 

considered my servant Job, that there is 

none like him in the earth”

If you sacrifice something that is valuable or 
important, you give it up, usually to obtain 
something else for yourself or for other 
people.

“he had fasted forty days and forty 

nights”

“get behind me Satan”

Someone who is pious is very religious and 
moral.

“all the waters that were in the river 

were turned to blood.”

Genesis tells a single story about the 
beginning of everything

Abrahamic Tales

. Genesis attributes the existence of the 
universe to the goodwill of one God.

The Creation, p. 4-5

The origin of the universe starts with 
darkness and emptiness

The Garden of Eden, p.5-6

As God’s actions over the course of 
seven days unfold, life springs into 
existence. 

The Fall, p. 7-8

God’s actions over the course of seven 
days 

Cain and Abel, p. 11-12

Day 1: God creates light.
Day 2, God makes the sky.

The Flood, p. 12-14

On the third day, God calls the water to 
gather into seas, creating dry land, on 
which plants and trees flourish.

The Trial of Abraham, p. 14-
16

On day four, the sun and the moon are 
put in place, along with a host of stars. 
On day five, God creates creatures that 
live in the sea and creatures that fly.

The Story of Jacob, p. 18-19

On the sixth day, God populates the 
land with all kinds of animals, and 
finally creates humanity “in his own 
image”. 

The ten plagues of Egypt

On day 7, God rests.
Moses and The Red Sea, p. 
21-22



Year 7 Summer Term 1 English Knowledge Organiser

SUBJECT:  Abrahamic Allusions

Characters Story Summaries

God: Creator of the universe and 
everything in it.

The Flood: God punishes mankind 

sins by creating a flood to cleanse 

the earth. Everyone dies except 

Noah, his family and the animals 

in his ark.

Adam: The first man God made

The Trial of Abraham: God tests 

Abraham’s faith by commanding 

he sacrifices his son Isaac. 

Abraham agrees but God stops 

him. 

Eve: The first woman. She was made 
from Adam’s rib

Jacob: Greedy Jacob ties to steal 

his brother’s wealth but his bad 

behaviour is punished when he is 

forced to work for seven years to 

marry Rachel. 

The serpent: Tempts Adam and Eve 
to eat from the Tree of the 
Knowledge of good and evil.

Ten Plagues of Egypt: Egypt is 

punished: all water is turned to 

blood, frogs cover the land, lice 

infest the Egyptians, diseased 

boils, locusts and finally the death 

of the first born son. 

Abraham: One of the most important 
prophets who god promises will start 
a nation. Is willing to sacrifice his son 
Isaac for god.

Moses Crosses The Red Sea: God 

gives Moses the power to part 

the Red Sea. The Israelites walk 

through and escape the Egyptian 

army who are killed when the 

water returns. 

Importance of Genesis Life in the Garden of Eden

—“In the beginning God created the 

heavens and the earth”—introduce us 

to its central character, God. 

According to the Bible and the Quran, 

the Garden of Eden is perfection itself—

a place of beauty and abundance, free 

of disease, death, and evil

These opening verses were most likely 

written down sometime in the 6th 

century BCE, 

There are two trees in the middle of the 

garden—the Tree of Life and the Tree of 

the Knowledge of Good and Evil. 

The story provided a hopeful message 

about God’s purposes for his people 

and for the entire world

God forms Adam out of dust and 

“breathes into his nostrils the breath of 

life.” 

Genesis attributes the existence of the 

universe to the goodwill of one God.

God goes on to create Eve when He sees 

that it is not good for Adam (Hebrew for 

man) to be alone

It served to reassure the Israelites that 

even on foreign soil, they were not out 

of the reach of God’s care, since God 

had created all land

Adam and Eve are created without sin 

and in complete innocence. Genesis tells 

us that they are naked and unashamed

It served to reassure the Israelites that 

God not stand at a distance, but was 

intimately involved in the story of the 

world.

. 

While they are free to eat the fruit from 

the Tree of Life, which grants them 

immortality, to eat the fruit from the 

mysterious Tree of the Knowledge of 

Good and Evil will be on pain of certain 

death.



Buddhism fact file 

Place of Origin North East India 

Founder Siddartha Gautama

Sacred Text Tripitaka

Sacred Building Stupa (Temple)

Major Festivals Wesak

Main Branches Theravada, Mahayana, Zen 

What are the 5 Precepts 
(morals)?
These are rules to live by. The main 
five are:
•Do not take the life of anything 
living. (Do not kill)
•Do not take anything not freely 
given. (Do not steal)
•Abstain from sexual misconduct 
and sensual overindulgence.
•Refrain from untrue speech, (Do 
not lie)
•Do not consume alcohol or other 
drugs. The main concern here is 

that intoxicants cloud the mind.

Four Noble Truths
1. Dukkha (suffering) is a part of life   
(Illness)
the world is full of sickness, death and old age.

2. The cause of Dukkha (suffering) 
We are always craving and are never content.

3. How to end Dukkha (suffering) (Treatment)
If craving stops so does suffering 

4. The cure of Dukkha (suffering) 
You can practice letting go of suffering through 
the eightfold path living in the middle way. 

Eightfold Path 

Siddhartha lived a perfect 
world when he was in the 
palace. His father did not 
want him to see any 
suffering in the world. One 
day Siddhartha went 
outside of the palace which 
he saw suffering in the 
world. 

1. Oldness
2. Sickness
3. Death
4. Holy Man

He decided to leave the 
palace and live a live 
without any luxuries. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsN7NLs-0jI Story of Buddha

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsN7NLs-0jI


The Enfield Way is to LEARN

Food Technology KO Year 7

In this project you will learn to use  The practical 

activities  which involve food preparation and 

cooking  will give student an insight into the 

role of different types of chefs.  For example, 

within the kitchen brigade, they are the  

executive head chef, sous chef, chefs de partie, 

commis chef , butcher, vegetable chef, fry chef, 

cold food and pantry chef, grill chef, pastry 

chef, fish chef, roast chef and sauté chef.   

Some of the job roles (e.g. executive chef and 

sous chef)  are suited  for the  higher attainers 

in the subject  and these student will be given 

leadership responsibilities.  These skills 

required by chefs will be developed by students 

following recipes to make dishes using a 

variety of commodities.  These activities will be 

supported by teacher demonstrations and video 

clips.

Key Skills & Knowledge
By the end of the project you should have gained the skills and 

knowledge to be able to do the following:

Preparing for a practical including health and safety

Weighing and measuring

Eat well guide

Assessing diet sheets

Make recommendations for healthy eating

Practical activities –making food dishes

Sensory analysis

Influential Chefs

Gordon Ramsey, Jamie Oliver

Weighing and measuring  are skills needed by food scientist  and chefs and are practised during the mise en place stage  

of cooking.  This is facilitated by teacher demonstrations and students following recipes.  The investigative work done on 

the impact of cooking methods on nutritional value also links to the job role of a  food scientists.

By studying about nutrients and healthy eating using the Eat well guide as a framework,  students are  to the role of a 

dietitian and a nutritionists.  These lessons will be delivered  through home learning, group work activities, power points 

presentations and a  visiting speaker.

Researching where our food comes from give students the opportunity to hone the skills of a food writer,  culinary librarian 

and  food journalist. This piece of work will be done through classwork (market place activity and home learning.  

Food presentation skills are encouraged by adding a finishing technique to dishes made. This is within the remit of a food 

stylist, food photographer, food artist as well as a molecular gastronomist.  

Students practise being a health and safety officer when conducting  risk assessment of the food room before their 

practical tasks.  Through role play, students will study the role of an Environmental Health Officer.  Linked to these two 

careers, is the unit of work on health and safety and bacteria and food poisoning .   

Conducting sensory analysis gives students insights into the job of a food taster and a quality assurer.   This activity is 

conducted after practical activities in class as well as at home.  

Careers  in the hospitality industry include managers, administrators, front house staff as well as back house staff.  These 

careers are studied at KS4 through power point presentations, trips, role plays, independent work and home learning 

activities.
Key Vocabulary

Equipment Food Safety

Knife Use by date

Table spoon Best before date

Butter Knife Frozen Food

Measuring Jug Chilled Food

Chopping Board High risk foods

Saucepan Low risk foods

Mixing Bowl Salmonella

Wooden Spoon E Coli

Frying pan/Wok Vitamins & Minerals

Food Mixer Carbohydrates

Baking tray Gluten in

Rolling Pin Gluten



Ethiopia Most people in Ethiopia work in the primary sector, on farms and in mines. There 
are 58 million farmers in Ethiopia. Farming is important to Ethiopia because they 
need to grow and sell enough crops to improve their living standards (invest in 
education, healthcare, infrastructure).

China 220 million people in China work in factories in the secondary sector. It makes 
more goods than any other country. China has started to develop, having recently 
gone through their industrial revolution (growth in manufacturing in factories). 
They still produce most of their own food, however the use of machines has 
reduced the number of workers on the farms. Due to the money they earn from 
manufacturing, China have developed their healthcare education and infrastructure.

The UK Most people in the UK work in tertiary industries. These people provide a service in 
hospitals, schools, offices, banks, shops…etc. We still have some secondary industries
but they need fewer workers because we use machines, robots and computers. 
We have very few people working in primary industries as we get most primary goods from abroad. 

TNC A transnational corporation is a company that operate across multiple countries.

Evidence
Apple is a 
TNC

• Its headquarters are in California (USA). Here quaternary sector engineers program the features you 
love such as voice command, facial recognition…etc.

• The materials that make up an iPhone include 60 different metals, plastic and glass. These are 
purchased from many countries.

• The iPhone is created in factories mostly in China. 
• The iPhone is sold in many countries (such as USA, UK, France, Spain, Italy…etc.)

KS3 Geography Knowledge: Social and Economic Development

Employment The state of having work.

Employment rate The % of people within a population who have jobs. 

The employment sectors: Primary, secondary, tertiary, quaternary

Primary sector jobs
Primary jobs are found….
For example…

The extraction of raw materials. Raw materials are anything that is naturally present in the earth. 
In rural areas where the raw materials are. 
Farmers, fishermen, miners, oil workers, forestry workers.

Secondary sector jobs
Secondary jobs are found...
For example….

The manufacturing of goods. Turning raw materials into higher value products often in factories. 
In urban areas where the factories are built. 
Metals become cars, crops become processed foods, cotton becomes clothes. 

Tertiary sector jobs
Tertiary jobs are found…
For example….

Tertiary sector: the provision of services for other people. 
In urban areas as they need a large population to sell their services to.
Teachers, doctors, nurses, lawyers, policemen, dentists, bankers…

Quaternary sector jobs
Quaternary jobs are found..
For example….

Quaternary sector: research and information technology industries. 
In urban areas as they need to hire lots of highly skilled university graduates and most universities are 
located in cities. 
Scientists developing new medicines, financial planners using models to make financial decisions.

Economy People produce goods and services, which other people buy. The economy means the whole network of
people producing and consuming goods. 

Growing economy When the quantity of goods and services being produced increases. 

Shrinking economy When the quantity of goods and services being produced decreases. 

Development The process of change for the better.

LIC Low Income Countries have a low income (less than $1045 per year), poor quality housing, services,  
healthcare…etc. Their primary source of income is from agriculture. Ethiopia, Somalia, Liberia. 

NEE Newly Emerging Economies are countries that have started to industrialise (move into the secondary 
sector – factories) and are developing. China, India, Brazil. 

HIC High Income Countries are developed countries that a high income (more than $12,746), good access to 
services and strong infrastructure. They are mainly have tertiary & quaternary industries. UK, USA, 
Japan, Italy, Germany.

Development indicator
For example…

A measure of development
Gross domestic product (GPD), birth rate, death rate, infant mortality rate, literacy rate, 

GDP The total value of the goods and services a country produces in a year  Essentially it’s annual income. 

GDP per capita The total income divided by the total population. It gives the average salary within a country. 

It is important to use more 
than one indicator as….

• Not all people earn the same amount of money. Therefore ….per capita is not accurate. 
• There might be an anomalous result. 

How has the UK’s economy changed since 1600?

Economies of the world: how do economies change in different countries?

1600s
Most people worked in agriculture (primary), with a few people making things in 
workshops (shoes, furniture) and providing services to rich families. Most of the jobs 
were located in rural areas. 

1850s

In the 1850s, less people work on farms and more people work in factories in towns 
and cities. This occurred due to the UK’s Industrial Revolution. This was the growth of 
secondary manufacturing in factories.  Less people worked on farms due to the new 
practices (horses and ploughs). More people worked in factories due to the rapid 
increase in jobs available in factories. These jobs paid more too.

1970s

In the 1970s, less people work in factories (secondary) and more people work in 
services (tertiary). Less people work in factories due to de-industrialisation – when 
many of the factories moved abroad to poor countries due to cheap labour. This 
meant many factories in the UK closed down. Also jobs in the tertiary sector pay 
more. 

Today

Today most people in the UK work in services (tertiary), however the growth of 
computers has seen the beginning of quaternary industries in the UK.  In 2018, 1% of 
people worked in the primary sector, 18% in the secondary sector and 81% in the 
tertiary sector

Year 7 Summer 1



KS3 Geography Knowledge: Social and Economic Development

Development gap The difference in development between HICs and LICs.

Landlocked Countries with no coastline = difficult to trade (import/export) with 
other countries = difficult to make money. For example, Mali, Africa, 
is landlocked and has a GPD per capita of just $901. 

Extreme climate Many LICs have extreme climates (extreme temperatures, too much or 
too little rain). Extreme climate make it difficult for LICs to grow crops 
= lack of food to eat or sell = poverty and famine. Between 1978 and 
1998, Ethiopia had 15 droughts.

Natural Hazards Many LICs suffer common natural hazards (droughts, floods, storms,
earthquakes). The country is so busy responding to the natural hazard 
they do not have money to invest in healthcare, education,
infrastructure = lack of development. For example Bangladesh suffers 
from annual floods which in August (2017) affected 6.9 million. 

Conflict & 
corruption

Many wars occur in LICs = money is spent on the military and 
weapons instead on improving healthcare, education, transportation 
or access to services. 

Lack of education Lack of education =  people do not have the skills to work in high 
paying jobs. As a result many people are unemployed or have low 
paying jobs = low GDP.

Lack of 
healthcare

Waterborne diseases & tropical diseases (malaria) are common in 
LICs due to poor sanitation (sewage gets into drinking water) and 
mosquitoes. A lack of healthcare stops people getting better = cannot 
work/die from diseases/children miss school. In 2015, 89% of all 
malaria cases were in sub-Saharan Africa.

REDUCING THE GAP: AIDCAUSES OF THE DEVELOPMENT GAP

QUALITY OF LIFE IN AN LIC: MALAWI QUALITY OF LIFE IN AN NEE: BANGLADESH QUALITY OF LIFE IN AN HIC: SINGAPORE

Malawi is a long thin country, located in east Africa. It is about ½ the size of the UK 
with a population of 17 million. One of its main physical features is Lake Malawi, 
which is rich in fish = food and income for locals, however it is still very poor. 
 GPD per capita = $780. 
 Life expectancy = 55 years
 Literacy rate = 61%

90% of its population work in farming, exporting tobacco, sugar, tea & cotton. These 
are low value goods which do not make much money. It is also poor as it is 
landlocked making it difficult to trade with other countries. 

Quality of life:
 Poor quality clothing, lack of footwear
 School: class sizes of 97 children, no table and chairs, lack of equipment, 

students sit on the floor
 Home: no electricity, children sleep on mats on the mud floor.
 Future: education for girls is rare. Most girls get married at 18 and have babies.

Bangladesh is located in southern Asia bordering India. Its population of 165 million, 
with 98% identifying as Bengali. It has a high a population density.

Bangladesh currently is going through its Industrial Revolution = growth of factories 
& manufacturing. It makes the 2nd most clothes in the world (after China). Most 
clothes shops in the UK get clothing made there. This earns Bangladesh over £14 
billion a year and employs 4 million, helping Bangladesh to develop, improving 
healthcare, education & services.
 GPD per capita = $1698. 
 Life expectancy = 72 years
 Literacy rate = 73%

Quality of life in factories is not great:
 Low wages (£45 per month), long hours (14 hours a day, 7 days a week)
 Dangerous conditions: a number of factories have collapsed or caught fire. In 

24th April, 2013, the Rana Plaza (a factory making clothes for Primark, Matalan) 
collapsed killing 1100 workers. Physical & emotional abuse is also common.  

Singapore is an island located in south east Asia.  It is very small (½ the size of 
Greater London). Its population is 5.5 million, with a very high population density.

Singapore is one of the wealthiest countries in the world, with a large tertiary 
industry. Its employment structure is: 1% (primary), 16% (secondary), 83% (tertiary). 
Unfortunately, 15% of the population are poor: the wealth is not evenly distributed. 

It earns money by importing cheap raw materials from LICs and turning these into 
more expensive products in factories. These are exported (sold) = profit. Its main 
source of income, however, is from its tertiary industries ( finance, insurance).
 GPD per capita = $57,700. 
 Life expectancy = 84 years
 Literacy rate = 97%

Quality of life:
 Home: smart clothes, lots of delicious food, many families have a maid. 
 Great education – extracurricular activities and lots of facilities (swimming pools, 

gym, basketball court)

Aid Another word for help. Richer countries give poorer countries aid to help them make a better future for themselves.

Bilateral aid Aid given from one government to another (the UK gives aid to Pakistan).

Multilateral aid Aid given through an international organisation (the World Bank, the UN)

NGOs Non-Governmental Organisations are charities (e.g. Oxfam, WaterAid).

The DfID is… The Department for International Development is responsible for the UK’s bilateral aid. 

How does the 
UK provide aid?

In 2018, the UK invested £14.5 billion in aid projects, such as for disaster relief, education, healthcare, access to services. To countries such as 
Ethiopia, Pakistan, Somalia and Nigeria. 

Sustainable 
aid…

• Helps those that need it the most and helps in the long term.
• Involves the locals and teaches people skills. Is cheap, using appropriate technology that can be easily maintained by locals.

Large scale aid 
projects.

Large scale projects are expensive and well-publicised schemes producing help to large areas. To help Ghana develop the Akosombo Dam was 
built on the River Volta. It was to built to generate hydro-electricity, which is clean renewable energy formed by fast flowing water. 
 The dam produces clean renewable energy for locals to use and Ghana to sell = more money for healthcare, education, services
 The lake behind the dam gives water for irrigation = more crops to eat and sell. 
× Money was borrowed from USA on the condition that an American company Valco could use electricity from the dam at a very cheap price = 

there is often little left for the locals = blackouts.
× It cost £130 million and took 8 years to make. Also  80,000 people were forced to move due to flooding caused by the lake behind the dam. 

Small scale aid 
projects

Small scale projects are government or charity funded. The provide specific improvements for a small area and prioritise training of locals so that 
they can become self-sufficient. To help Ghana to develop, WaterAid built water pumps in remote villages. 
 It was cheap (£1200 per water pump) and used appropriate technology locals could use. 
 It involved the locals to decide where to build the pumps and trained locals how to use and fix it. 
 Clean water = children can go to school, families have clean water to cook, drink and clean, there are less waterborne diseases.
× It is small scale so fewer people were helped. 

Year 7 Summer 1



KS3 Geography Knowledge: Rivers

River A channel of water which flows downstream.

Social uses of the river  Supplying water to people’s homes: Water is taken from the Thames, cleaned and piped to millions of homes. Dirty 
water is collected from homes, cleaned and put back in rivers. 

 Leisure activities: Rowing, canoeing, swimming, picnics, walking. Over 250,000 fishing licenses are brought each year 
to fish along the Thames and its tributaries. 

 Transporting people: The Thames River Boats transport thousands of people to work everyday. Tourists also enjoy 
Thames cruises. 

Economic uses of the 
river

 Use in industries:Factories (e.g. the Ford Factory in east London) uses water for cooling and washing factory 
machinery. 

 Transporting goods to other countries: London Gateway Port is located in East London. It is used for importing and 
exporting goods. 

 Producing electricity to sell. In power stations, steam drives turbines. River water is used to cool tanks of steam. For 
example in the power station beside the Thames at Didcot. 

 Agriculture (farming) A lot of the River Thames passes through rural areas and farmland. Farmers use the river water 
to water their crops in dry weather (irrigation). 

Erosion The wearing away or breakdown of rocks by wind, water or ice. 

Hydraulic Action The force of water hits against the river channel and removes material. It is common with fast moving, high energy 
water. 

Abrasion Sediment carried by the river hits the river channel and removes material. 

Corrosion Chemicals in the water dissolve rocks (e.g. limestone)

Attrition Stones carried by the river hit into each other, gradually making the rocks smaller and smoother. Rocks in the upper 
course are large and more angular than rocks in the lower course. 

Transportation Eroded material is carried by the river downstream.

Traction Large particles roll along the river bed.

Saltation Pebble-sized particles bounce along the river bed. 

Suspension Small particles (silt and clay) are carried in the water. 

Solution Soluble materials dissolve in the water and are carried along. 

Deposition Deposition takes place where a river does not have enough energy to carry sediment (its load). As a result it is dropped.

WATERFALL A waterfall is a steep fall of water, where water flows over a ledge of hard rock.
1. Waterfalls occur in areas where hard rock overlies soft rock. 
2. The soft rock erodes more quickly than the hard rock, creating a plunge 

pool and overhanging ledge. 
3. Further erosion of the soft rock, makes the plunge pool deeper and the 

overhanging ledge unstable. Eventually the ledge falls into the plunge pool. 
4. As the steps 1-3 are repeated, the waterfall retreats upstream. 

GORGE A gorge is a narrow, steep sided valley that is found immediately downstream 
from a waterfall.

It is formed by the gradual retreat of a waterfall over hundreds or thousands of 
years.

LANDFORMS FORMED BY EROSION

LANDFORMS FORMED BY EROSION and DEPOSITION

MEANDER A bend in the river.
1. It starts with a slight bend. 
2. Water moves faster on the outside of the bend and slower on the inside.
3. The fast water erodes the outside of the bend. The slower water 

deposits material on the inside of the bend.
4. Continued erosion and deposition makes the bend bigger.

OX-BOW LAKE U-shaped lakes formed when a meander is no longer connected to a river
1. Further erosion and deposition make the meander bend larger and the 

neck of the meander (A) narrows.
2.   Eventually the neck breaks through and the water takes the most direct 

route, avoiding the meander.
3.   As less water is flowing through the meander, the energy is reduced = 

deposition. The meander is blocked off and an oxbow lake is created.

A

Evaporation When the sun heats up water from the sea and it goes 
into the air. 

Transpiration When the sun heats up water from the leaves of trees. 

Condensation When water vapour cools and turns into clouds 

Precipitation Rain, hail, sleet and snow that falls from the clouds 

Surface run-off When the water runs off the surface of the ground. 

Groundwater 
flow

When water goes into the ground (infiltration) and 
flows through the rocks/soil underground. 

Drainage
Basin

The area of land in which water drains into a specific river.

Source The point where the river begins.

Tributary A stream or small river that joins a larger stream or big river.

Confluence A point where two streams or rivers meet.

Mouth The point where the river meets the sea or ocean.

Year 7 Summer 2



An OS map is a very detailed map. They are split up into squares, known as grid squares. 
 A 4 figure grid reference directs you to a certain grid square.
 A 6 figure grid reference directs you to a certain point within a grid square. 

How to read grid references: remember the rule along the corridor, up the stairs.

KS3 Geography Knowledge: Rivers

Embankment

Advantages

Disadvantages

Raised river banks, built next to rivers. There are high embankments that run along 
the River Thames in London.

They are very effective at preventing flooding. They are built from concrete, which 
means they are strong and long lasting. 

During storms, water can sometimes go over the embankments. They are 
expensive and unnatural to look at. 

Flood Relief 
Channel

Advantages

Disadvantages

A additional manmade river channel is built to divert water away from high value 
land. The Jubilee River channel was a flood relief channel to reduce the amount of 
water in the River Thames in Windsor and Eton (west London).

Advantages: the relief channels prevent the main river from overflowing its banks 
= it is very effective.

Disadvantages: it causes disruption as it is being built and can be very expensive. 

Afforestation

Advantages

Disadvantages

Trees are planted in the drainage basin. 

Trees intercept rainfall and take water out of the soil. This reduces the amount 
reaching rivers. Wooded areas look attractive and provide wildlife habitats. 

The land cannot be used for other activities, such as farming. It is less effective 
than embankments and flood relief channels at reducing the risk of flooding. 

Land Use 
Zoning

Advantages

Disadvantages

The government allocates areas of land to different uses, according to their level 
of flood risk. Land closest to the river, at high risk, is used as parkland/playing 
fields. Land further from the river is used for housing and industry.

It reduces the cost of future floods..  

It does not prevent the flood from occurring. It also only applies to new housing 
developments. Finally it can reduce the value of existing homes that are said to be 
in a high risk area.

Preparation

Advantages

Disadvantages

The Environment Agency and local government educate people how to protect 
themselves from future floods. Moving valuables upstairs, using flood gates and 
sandbags to keep floodwater away.

It reduces the cost of future floods as people are better able to protect 
themselves and their belongings. 

It does not prevent the flood from occurring. House prices drop if they are 
deemed at risk of flooding. 

THAMES 
BARRIER

Advantages

Disadvantages

This is a barrier in east London. It has a set of giant steel gates that are raised 
when there is a risk of high water levels in the Thames. It prevents the addition of 
water from the North Sea during high tides. 

It is extremely effective at reducing the risk of flooding in London, 

It cost £534 million!

ALWAYS send 
to the BOTTOM 

LEFT corner. 

X
4 FIGURE GRID REFERENCES

___  ___  /  ___  ___ 

1.Draw a X in the bottom left 
corner of the grid square.

2.Along the corridor – go along the 
horizontal axis until you reach the 
line that the X is on.

3.Up the stairs – go along the 
vertical axis until you reach the 
line that the X is on. 1 = 16,46.

6 FIGURE GRID REFERENCES

___  ___  ___  /  ___  ___  ___

1.What is the grid square? 03,17
2.To work out the 3rd number you 

state how many 10ths across the 
campsite is in 03, 17 = 033, 17 _

3.To work out the 6th number you 
state how many 10ths up the grid 
square the campsite is = 033, 174

4.Therefore the six figure grid 
reference is 033, 174

RIVER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

FLOODING OF THE RIVER THAMES IN 2014

The River Thames is located in south east England. It is the second longest river in the UK, running 346km from its source to mouth. In February (2014), the 
River Thames flooded. A river flood occurs when water overflows the river channel and spreads across the surrounding land.  
The worst hit areas were from Datchet to Shepperton, to the west of London.  

CAUSES OF THE FLOOD

EFFECTS OF THE FLOOD

Slope 
steepness

If there is a steep slope, water flows quickly into the river = floods. The tributaries for the Thames River are in the 
Cotswolds hills which increases the speed the water reaches the river channel.

Precipitation
Intense rain = flooding. Between December (2013) to February (2014), the UK experienced very wet weather. The south-
east of England experienced over 200mm of rain, more than double the average for these months. 

Rock Type
Impermeable rock = more surface run off = water quickly reaches river channel = flood. London is built over clay which is 
impermeable. 

Settlements
A growth of settlements = the creation of more concrete surfaces, which are impermeable = more surface runoff = more 
flooding.  London and the surrounding area is growing. In 2013, 36,000 new homes were built in London alone. 

Deforestation
The leaves of trees intercept rainfall as it falls to the ground = water takes longer to reach the river. If trees are cut down,
water quickly reaches the river = flood. Trees along the River Thames have been cut down as settlements grow. 

Social impacts

• More than 1000 homes flooded, with families moving into temporary housing. Many people did not return home for 6 months. 
• Homes lost water services due to contamination
• Homes in Datchet, Singleton and East Marden experienced powercuts. 
• Crime rates increased as people stole from the evacuated homes. 

Economic 
impacts

• The flood cost £500 million.
• Transport lines were flooded, preventing commuters getting to work.
• Local businesses were flooded, affecting jobs and local economies. 
• Floodwater covered agricultural fields and destroyed crops. These crops could then not be exported (sold).

Environmental
impacts

• Habitats were flooded, affecting wildlife.
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Year 7 – French – Mes vacances 

1 La France France 16 Le train Train

2 Le Sénégal Senegal 17 Le bus Bus

3 Le Canada Canada 18 Le car Coach

4 La Belgique Belgium 19 Le métro Underground 

5 La Suisse Switzerland 20 Le camping Campsite

6 La Côte d’Ivoire Ivory Coast 21 Le bord de la mer Seaside/coast

7 Le Luxembourg Luxemburg 22 Le bateau de croisière Cruise ship

8 Le Cameroun Cameroon 23 La montagne Mountain

9 L’Haïti Haiti 24 La campagne Countryside

10 Le Bénin Benin 25 Visiter To visit

11 L’Algérie Algeria 26 Nager To swim

12 La voiture Car 27 Acheter To buy

13 L’avion Plane 28 Se bronzer To sunbathe

14 Le vélo Bike 29 Plonger To dive

15 Le bateau Boat 30 Manger To eat 



Year 7 – Summer 1- Spanish

1 España Spain 16 Voy de vacaciones I go on holiday

2 Alemania Germany 17 Ir de vacaciones To go on holiday

3 Francia France 18 En tren By train

4 Italia Italy 19 En barco By boat

5 Inglaterra England 20 En avión By plane

6 Irlanda Ireland 21 En autocar By coach

7 Escocia Scotland 22 En coche By car

8 Gales Wales 23 En crucero By cruise

9 América Latina Latin America 24 Descansar en la playa To rest on the beach

10 Nigeria Nigeria 25 Chatear To chat

11 China China 26 Viajar To travel

12 Colombia Colombia 27 Bailar To dance

13 El Caribe The Caribbean 28 Comprar recuerdos To buy souvenirs

14 Estados Unidos The U.S.A. 29 Sacar fotos To take photos

15 República Dominicana Dominican Republic 30 Nadar en el mar To swim in the sea



Year 7 – Summer 1- Spanish

31 Visitar monumentos To visit monuments 46 Pasar tiempo To pass the time

32 Tomar el sol To sunbathe 14 Comprar regalos To buy presents

33 Comer en restaurantes To eat in restaurants 48 Fui I went

34 Leer libros To read books 49 Fuiste You went

35 Conocer a personas nuevas To meet new people 50 Fue He/she/it went

36 Beber un zumo To drink a juice 51 Fuimos We went

37 Comer tapas To eat tapas 52 Fuisteis You all went

38 Fui de vacaciones a I went on holiday 53 Fueron They went

39 Fue fantástico It was fantastic 54 Voy I go

40 Fue horrible It was horrible 55 Vas You go

41 Durante las vacaciones During the holidays 56 Va He/she goes

42 El año pasado Last year 57 Vamos We go

43 El año próximo Next year 58 Vais You all go

44 Chatear con amigos To chat with friends 59 Van They go

45 Leer mensajes To read messages 60 Ir To go



Year 7 Spanish : El Dorado

1 pelear to fight 16 vamos a escapar we are going to escape

2 capturar (a) to catch 17 van a escapar they are going to escape

3 viajar to travel 18 escapé I escaped

4 encontrar to meet 19 escapó he / she escaped

5 engañar to trick 20 escaparon they escaped

6 tocar to play (music) 21 me gusta I like 

7 montar to climb 22 no me gusta I don’t like

8 escapar to escape 23 tiene He/she has

9 enamorarse to fall in love 24 el pelo hair

10 torturar to torture 25 los ojos Eyes

11 descubrir to describe 26 me hace reír it makes me laugh

12 nadar to swim 27 me hace sonreír it makes me smile

13 pasar to happen 28 me hace sentir feliz it makes me feel happy

14 voy a escapar I am going to escape 29 me hace sentir triste it makes me feel sad

15 va a escapar he / she is going to escape 30 me vuelve loco/a it drives me crazy



Year 7  French term 3: Une vie de chat

1 effrayant(e) scary 18 méchant mean

2 passionnant(e) exciting 19 dangereux dangerous

3 entraînant(e) lively/catchy 20 triste sad

4 affreux/euse awful 21 sympa nice

5 ennuyeux/euse boring 22 gentil(le) kind

6 ça me fait peur it scares me 22 chouette fun

7 ça me fait rire it makes me laugh 23 horrible horrible

8 ça me plaît I like it 24 bizarre strange

9 les cheveux longs long hair 25 desagréable unpleasant

10 les cheveux courts short hair 26 il va voir he is going to see

11 les cheveux bruns brown hair 27 il va kidnapper he is going to kidnap

12 les cheveux frisés curly hair 28 il va tomber amoureux he is going to fall in love

13 il est grand he is tall 29 j’ai adoré I loved

14 il est petit he is small 30 il a volé he stole

15 il est de taille moyenne he is medium height 31 il a sauvé he saved

16 il est gros he is fat 32 il a tué he killed

17 il est mince he is thin 33 il a arrêtté he stopped



Unit 13 – prime factorisation

No. Question Answer

13.1 What is the index? How many times a number has been 
multiplied by itself e.g. 35 = 3 ×
3 × 3 × 3 × 3

13.2 What does power mean? How many times a number has been 
multiplied by itself e.g. 35 = 3 ×
3 × 3 × 3 × 3
“three to the power of five”

13.3 What does squared mean? A number to the power of 2

13.4 What does cubed mean? A number to the power of 3

13.5 What is a prime number? A number that only has two factors, 
one and itself e.g. 7

13.6 What is a square number? The result of multiplying a number 
by itself e.g. 25 (5 x 5)

13.7 What is the square root? The inverse of squaring e.g. the 
square root of 64 is 8 

13.8 What is an integer? A whole number

13.9 What is a compound integer A number that can be built as the 
product of prime factors

13.10 What are the prime factors? The factors of a number that are 
also prime numbers

13.11 What does product mean? Multiply

13.12 What is prime factor 
decomposition?

Breaking down a number into the 
product of its prime factors using a 
prime factor tree

13.13 What is a factor? A number that divides into another 
number without any remainder

13.14 What is the HCF? The highest common factor (the 
largest whole number that is a 
factor of both numbers)

13.15 What is a multiple? A number in the times table

13.16 What is the LCM? The lowest common multiple (the 
smallest number that is a multiple of 
both numbers)

Date (week 
commencing)

Numbers to learn

Unit 14 – equivalent fractions

No. Question Answer

11.1 What is a fraction? Part of a whole

11.2 What is the numerator? This represents the number of parts we 
are describing

11.3 What is the denominator? This represents the total number of 
equal parts

11.4 What are equivalent fractions? Fractions that represent the same 
value

11.5 What is an improper fraction? A fraction where the numerator is 
bigger than the denominator

11.6 What is a mixed fraction? A fraction where there is a whole 
number and a fraction (it is bigger than 
one)

11.7 What is a unit fraction? A fraction with a numerator of one

11.8 What is 
1

4
as a decimal? 0.25

What is 
1

2
as a decimal? 0.5

11.9
What is

3

4
as a decimal?

0.75

11.10
What is

1

8
as a decimal?

0.125

11.11
What is

1

5
as a decimal

0.2

11.12
What is

1

3
as a decimal?

0. ሶ3

11.13
What is

2

3
as a decimal?

0. ሶ6

11.14
What is

1

10
as a decimal?

0.1

11.15
What is

3

10
as a decimal?

0.3

11.16
What is

2

5
as a decimal?

0.4

11.17 What is 
3

5
as a decimal? 0.6

11.18 What is 
7

10
as a decimal? 0.7

11.19 What is 
4

5
as a decimal? 0.8

11.20 What is 
9

10
as a decimal? 0.9

11.21 What is 1 as a decimal? 1
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Unit 16 - ratio

No. Question Answer

16.1 How do you represent a ratio? 1. Count how many of each part you’re given
2. Write it as a ratio in the order specified.

16.2 What is an equivalent ratio? Two quantities that have the same proportion between them

16.3 What is a scale factor? The number that a shape has been enlarged by. This is the 
constant of proportion between the two shapes

16.4 How do you represent a ratio 
as a fraction?

1. Add the total number of parts together 
2. Each part of the ratio represents the numerator

16.5 How do you divide a quantity
into a ratio?

1. Divide the quantity by the total number of parts 
2. Multiply by the number of parts in each share of the ratio

Date (week 
commencing)

Numbers to learn

Unit 17 - percentages

No. Question Answer

17.1 What is a percentage? A fraction with a denominator of 100

17.2 What is 
1

10
as a percentage? 10%

17.3 What is 
1

10
as a decimal? 10%

17.4 What is 
1

100
as a percentage? 1%

17.5 What is 
1

100
as a decimal? 0.01

17.6 What is 
1

1000
as a percentage? 0.1%

17.7 What is 
1

1000
as a decimal? 0.001

17.8 How do you convert from a fraction to a %? Make an equivalent fraction with a denominator of 
100

17.9 How do you find 1% of an amount? Divide by 100

17.10 How do you find 10% of an amount? Divide by 10

17.11 How do you find 50% of an amount? Divide by 2

17.12 How do you find 25% of an amount? Divide by 4

17.23 How do you express a quantity as a 
percentage of another?

1. Represent the quantities as a fraction
2. Convert the fraction to decimal

17.24 How do you compare and order FDP? Convert them all to be written in the same 
representation.

17.25 How do you increase by a %? 1. Find the percentage
2. Add it on

17.26 How do you decrease by a %? 1. Find the percentage
2. Take it away
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Part of Oasis Hub Enfield Lock

Year 7 – Knowledge Organiser

In the Jungle ensemble performance 

How to build a major chord

Note 1 + 4 semitones Note 2 + 3 semitones

How to build a minor chord

Note 1 + 3 semitones Note 2 + 4 semitones
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